Notice

At the end of a busy year, I would like thank everyone involved in creating the 10th volume of Biolinguistics. After a slight drop in submissions, the journal really picked up in 2016. And we are currently busy at work to create a very special special issue for next year’s volume 11, in 2017, the 50th anniversary of the publication of Eric H. Lenneberg’s Biological Foundations of Language (New York: Wiley, 1967). Details on this special issue and submission procedures can be found here:


We have also created improved social media distribution channels, something we will increasingly make use of, thanks to Patrick C. Trettenbrein, who also provided fast and efficient IT solutions that crept up along the way. If you’re on Facebook, do not miss out on the Biolinguistics Journal page:

https://www.facebook.com/biolinguistics

My special gratitude goes to the reviewers that have served Biolinguistics throughout 2016, who are listed below. Many thanks are also due to Sam Epstein, Alistair Knott, and Maria Kambanaros for assisting as section editors on several submissions. For everything else, I thank all supporters as well as the members of the Biolinguistics Advisory Board, the Editorial Board, and the Task Team that are not specifically mentioned by name for their active participation and constructive feedback.
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